A very thin layer of highly textured carbon is applied to a copper surface by a triode sputtering process. A carbon target 10 and a copper substrate 12 are simultaneously exposed to an argon plasma 14 in a vacuum chamber. The resulting carbon surface is characterized by a dense, random array of needle-like spires or peaks which extend perpendicularly from the copper surface. The coated copper is especially useful for electrode plates in multistage depressed collectors.
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TEXTURED CARBON SURFACES ON COPPER BY SPUTTERING

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

Invention described herein was made by employees of the U.S. Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention is directed to providing surfaces having extremely low secondary electron emissions. The invention is particularly concerned with forming a textured carbon surface on a copper substrate.

Surfaces exhibiting low secondary electron emission are required for high efficiency electrodes that are used in multistage depressed collectors for microwave amplifiers. These devices, which are widely used in space communications, aircraft, and terrestrial applications, are described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,702,951 to H. Kosmahl.

Among the significant factors in maximizing multistage depressed collector efficiency is the use of electrode materials having low secondary electron emission characteristics. This is discussed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,349,424 to Sovey et al.

The electrodes must have low secondary electron emission characteristics so that the impinging electrons are not excessively reflected or re-emitted from the surfaces. This insures that maximum kinetic energy is recovered from the spent electron beam after it has passed through the interaction section of the traveling-wave tube and entered the multistage depressed collector.

It has been proposed to use copper plates in the multistage depressed collectors. However, in an untreated condition copper surfaces have relatively high secondary electron emission levels.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to apply a very thin layer of highly textured carbon to a copper surface by triode sputtering.

BACKGROUND ART

Prior art treatments to reduce secondary electron emission from copper surfaces included the topical application of materials having lower emission levels than untreated copper. Examples of such prior art treatments include the application of a thin titanium carbide film to a copper substrate as disclosed in a 1977 NASA Technical Paper 1097. This publication discloses another approach to the treatment of copper in which a textured surface is created by a simultaneous sputter-application of a low sputter-yield material, such as tantalum or stainless steel, to the copper which is then exposed to ion bombardment.

The formation of a hard, nonporous polycrystalline carbon film on an ion-cleaned copper substrate by ion bombardment from an ionized carbon source gas is described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,540,989 to Webb. Another attempt to improve a multistage depressed collector electrode comprises the substitution of smooth or moderately roughened graphite for the copper electrodes as described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,549,930 to Katz. Another technique utilizes ion-textured pyrolytic graphite for copper as electrode material as set forth in U.S. Pat. No. 4,417,175 to Curren et al.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention a very thin layer of highly textured carbon is applied to a copper surface by a sputtering process. The carbon surface is characterized by a dense, random array of needle-like spires or peaks which extend perpendicularly from the local copper surface.

These spires are approximately seven micrometers in height and are spaced approximately three micrometers apart, on the average. The copper substrate is essentially completely covered by the carbon layer, which is tenacious and is not damaged by vibration loadings representative of usual and anticipated multistage depressed collector applications.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

The details of the invention will be more fully described when taken with the accompanying drawings wherein

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a portion of the apparatus used in the sputter application of textured carbon surfaces on copper substrates;

FIG. 2 is a vertical half-section view taken along the line 2--2 in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a photomicrograph at an angle of 30° to the surface of a textured surface formed on a copper substrate in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a graph showing true secondary electron emission ratios plotted as a function of primary electron energy for two materials;
FIG. 5 is a graph of the reflected primary electron yield index plotted as a function of primary electron energy for an untreated copper surface, and FIG. 6 is a graph of the reflected primary electron yield index plotted as a function of primary electron energy for a textured carbon surface on a copper substrate.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

The carbon surface of the present invention is applied to a copper substrate by a triode sputtering process in which an annular carbon target and a copper substrate are simultaneously exposed to an argon plasma in a low pressure environment as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. Other than the removal of oxide and/or oil or dirt from the copper by simple abrasion of the surface, no special pre-texturing treatment of the copper is required.

The carbon target and the copper substrate are maintained at the same electrical potential relative to the plasma during the texturing process by an electrically conductive fixture. In a typical example where the substrate is circular in shape as shown in FIG. 1, the carbon target closely surrounds the substrate and is contoured so that its surface, which faces the plasma, slopes radially upward and outward at an angle (approximately 45°).

The target is mounted adjacent to the substrate a distance that is approximately one-half the diameter of the substrate. This positioning ensures a uniform application of a textured carbon layer on the substrate.

Referring now to FIG. 2 the copper substrate having a surface that is to be covered with the textured carbon layer is mounted in the fixture. The surface of the substrate is exposed to a beam of argon ions at current densities of 4.0 mA/cm² to 10 mA/cm².

The argon ion beam is furnished by an electron bombardment ion source modified from the type developed for electric propulsion technology. Argon gas from a suitable source is fed through a line to a cathode in a chamber within the source where the gas is ionized. The argon ions are retained within this chamber which also contains an anode outside its outer periphery. Such an ion source is described in a 1984 NASA Technical Paper 2285. It will be appreciated that other gases, in addition to argon, can be used to form the bombarding ions in the beam. For example, xenon may also be used.

The electron bombardment ion source and the fixture are located in a vacuum facility which is sufficiently large to prevent back sputtered facility materials from contaminating the process. The operating conditions which were used to produce the specific surface shown in FIG. 3 are as follows:

Pressure: 2.66×10⁻³ Pa (2×10⁻⁵ torr)
Accelerating potential: 1500 Vdc
Surface current density: 5 mA/cm²
Texturing period: 3 hours

The resulting highly textured carbon surface is characterized by a dense, random array of needle-like spires or peaks extending perpendicular to the substrate. The spires are approximately seven micrometers in height and are spaced about three micrometers apart. The carbon surface texture characteristics and consequently the secondary electron emission characteristics may be altered from those of the surface described by varying these operating conditions within reasonable limits.

Most of the electrons in a primary electron beam which impinges the textured carbon layer strike the conical sloping walls of the spires or at the base of the spires. Secondary electrons which are then emitted from these regions are repeatedly intercepted with the consequently repeated partial retention by nearby adjacent spire walls. This greatly reduces net emission from the normal projected surface area. The highly textured surface therefore is the principal factor in producing extremely low secondary electron emission characteristics exhibited by this material.

A beneficial technical effect of this invention over the prior art is the formation of the highly-textured carbon layer on the copper substrate. This results in extremely low secondary electron emission levels for the copper of which fabrication and brazing technology are well-developed and reliable. The developed emission characteristics compare very closely to those of ion-textured pyrolytic graphite. Moreover, because the textured carbon layer is extremely thin, outgassing procedures for high-vacuum, high-voltage application are simple and require only brief processing periods as opposed to the use of graphite or carbon substrates which are necessarily thicker because of structural requirements. Another advantage of this invention is the use of solid carbon sputtering target components in a simple system which requires only relatively low plasma-to-target and substrate voltage differences as opposed to the use of dual ionizing gases including a potentially hazardous hydrocarbon gas, much higher voltage requirements, and a special substrate ion-cleaning procedure.

The secondary electron emission characteristics for direct electron beam impingement and for a representative primary electron beam energy range for the surface produced in accordance with the present invention are shown in FIGS. 4, 5, and 6. The true secondary electron emission ratio, which is the ratio of low energy emitted electrons to impinging electrons, is shown by the curve in FIG. 4. The reflected primary electron yield indexed to that of a sooted control surface at 1000 eV primary beam energy, is shown by the curve in FIG. 5.

For comparison, characteristics curves 34 and 36 for untreated copper are also shown in both FIGS. 4 and 5, respectively. The sharply lower emission levels for the surface of the present invention relative to those of the untreated copper are clearly evident.

While methods of producing the described textured carbon surface on a copper substrate by means other than that described above may be utilized, it is appreciated that those familiar with the art may make modifications and/or substitute equivalents in the procedures as described without departing from the spirit of the invention or the scope of the subjoined claims.

We claim:

1. A method of producing a textured carbon surface on a copper substrate comprising the steps of mounting said substrate and a carbon target in a vacuum environment of about 2×10⁻⁵ torr, simultaneously bombarding both said substrate and said target with a beam of ions having energies between about 1000 eV and about 1500 eV and an ion beam current density between about 4.0 mA/cm² and about 10 mA/cm², and
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maintaining said substrate and said carbon target at the same electrical potential relative to said ion beam during said bombardment.

2. A method of producing a textured carbon surface as claimed in claim 1 wherein said substrate and said target are simultaneously exposed to a xenon ion beam.

3. A method of producing a textured carbon surface as claimed in claim 1 wherein said substrate and said target are simultaneously exposed to an argon ion beam.

4. Method of producing a textured carbon surface as claimed in claim 3 wherein the argon ion beam has a current density of about 5.0 mA/cm² at an accelerating potential of about 1500 V dc.

5. A method of producing a textured carbon surface as claimed in claim 4 wherein said substrate and said target are simultaneously sputtered for about three hours.

6. Apparatus for producing a textured carbon surface on a copper substrate comprising
   means for providing a low pressure environment about said substrate,
   means for furnishing a beam of ions having energies between about 1000 eV and about 1500 eV in said low pressure environment,
   means for mounting said substrate in said ion beam,
   a carbon target mounted in said ion beam adjacent to a surface of said substrate, and
   means for maintaining said substrate and said target at the same electrical potential relative to said ion beam.

7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 6 including an electron bombardment ion source for furnishing a beam of xenon ions.

8. Apparatus as claimed in claim 6 including an electron bombardment ion source for furnishing a beam of argon ions.

9. Apparatus as claimed in claim 8 wherein said argon ion beam has a current density between about 4.0 mA/cm² to about 10 mA/cm².

10. Apparatus as claimed in claim 9 including a chamber having a pressure of about 2 × 10⁻⁵ torr.

11. Apparatus as claimed in claim 6 including an electrically conductive fixture for mounting said substrate and said target in said ion beam.

12. Apparatus as claimed in claim 6 including an annular carbon target spaced from said substrate toward said ion source in said argon ion beam,

13. Apparatus as claimed in claim 12 wherein the substrate has a circular configuration and the carbon target is spaced therefrom a distance approximately one-half the diameter of said substrate.

14. In a multistage depressed collector having a retarding electric field for slowing charged particles in a beam prior to being collected, the improvement comprising
   a plurality of copper electrode plates adjacent to said beam for intercepting said slowed charged particles, each of said copper plates having a textured carbon surface comprising a dense array of spires which extend perpendicularly from said copper plate.

15. A multistage depressed collector as claimed in claim 14 wherein each of said carbon spires has a height of about seven micrometers.

16. A multistage depressed collector as claimed in claim 15 wherein said carbon spires are spaced approximately three micrometers apart.